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The long-term icsu vision is for a 
world where excellence in science 
is effectively translated into policy-
making and socio-economic 
development. In such a world, 
universal and equitable access to 
scientific data and information is 
a reality and all countries have the 
scientific capacity to use these and 
to contribute to generating the 
new knowledge that is necessary to 
establish their own development 
pathways in a sustainable manner.

The International Council for Science (icsu) is a non-governmental 
organization with a global membership of national scientific bodies 
(120 members, representing 140 countries) and international scientific 
unions (31 members). icsu mobilizes the knowledge and resources of 
the international scientific community to strengthen international 
science for the benefit of society.
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Message froM  
the President

In early November 2013, Super Typhoon Haiyan 
(Yolanda) struck the Philippines. Horrific as the 
destruction was, it was for many but a taste of 

“the new normal”, a future in which escalating 
human pressures drive environmental changes 
beyond known thresholds. What does this mean 
for the actions and programmes of the Interna-
tional Council for Science?

The icsu family has the potential to propel 
humanity towards a sustainable future. Scien-
tists involved in our programmes have always 
produced excellent science. And a host of new 
programmes are poised to continue this legacy – 
Integrated Research on Disaster Risk, Urban Health and Well-
being, World Data System, Future Earth, and many more. Fu-
ture Earth, in particular, offers an exciting vision for what 
sustainability science can do: fully involving stakeholders, 
mobilizing all regions, and driving better policies at every 
level – from defining a set of global Sustainable Development 
Goals to those of nations and cities. 

But if we wish to fulfil our potential, we will need to strive 
even harder, especially on three fronts:

First, let us better harness the tremendous power of our 
membership. This echoes my words in last year’s Annual Re-
port. The April 2013 Unions Meeting in Paris offered a pleth-
ora of ideas, suggesting concrete projects where National 
Members, Unions, Programmes and Regional Offices could 
collaborate to strengthen research, boost science education, 
influence policies and more. These should serve as a model 
for our future efforts: icsu’s core strength lies in its diverse 
global membership. 

Second, let us examine our true impact rigorously. At the 
General Assembly in August 2014, we will receive early re-
sults from the External Review, the first since 1996. This is a 
tremendous opportunity for icsu to examine what has been 
achieved since the 1996 Review and make sure that it is on 
track for the challenges of the coming decades. I will also pass 
the Presidency to Professor Gordon McBean, an excellent sci-
entist and leader who has played an active role in icsu pro-

grammes and activities throughout the years. In the five years 
since my election, humanity marched on in an unsustaina-
ble direction. Sustainable development is still an aspiration 
rather than a reality. We must therefore ask: has icsu trod the 
right course? What have we achieved? How can we do better?

Third, we must be much more action-oriented. As Future 
Earth’s vision states, science should have a sense of urgency 
to contribute to solving real-world problems, to bring about 
different ways of doing things. That means actively connect-
ing knowledge to action, also by stepping up our communi-
cation and engagement with decision-makers and stakehold-
ers. Only then will the evidence we scientists provide make a 
real difference and ultimately transform the world for better.

A world in which Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda) is the “new 
normal” is not the future we want for our children and grand-
children. For humanity to be able to respond to the chall enges 
posed by anthropogenic environmental changes, it needs to 
rely on solid scientific information providing pathways for hu-
mans to adapt to and mitigate these changes. It is our duty as 
scientists to deliver that knowledge in a timely and use able 
manner. Let us harness the strengths of our membership, hon-
estly examine the impacts we make, and work relentlessly to 
connect knowledge to real, tangible action. 

Yuan Tseh Lee
President
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Message froM 
the executive 
director
During 2013, the International 
Council for Science, with its mem-
bers, bodies and partners, has made 
real and substantial progress in de-
livering its mission – to strengthen 
international science for the bene-
fit of society. We look forward to our 
work in 2014 which promises to be 
a defining year for our endeavours 
and we will have the outputs from 
an independent review to help chart 
the way ahead.

We have made major advances 
in each of the themes of our strategic plan, with its special 
focus on disciplinary, regional and organizational integra-
tion. Under International Research Collaboration, the new 
programme on Urban Health and Wellbeing is taking shape. I 
am delighted that the International Programme Office will be 
hosted by the Institute of Urban Environment, Chinese Acad-
emy of Sciences in Xiamen, China – which will provide a sci-
entifically excellent and inspiring environment to drive the 
programme forward. Future Earth, a major new programme 
on research for sustainability is now rapidly moving into 
full implementation, with the expectation that we will an-
nounce new research opportunities and a globally distribut-
ed secretariat during 2014. And all of the more established 
programmes have continued to deliver high-quality, high-im-
pact research.

Under the theme of Science for Policy, building on our 
work at the Rio+20 Conference on Sustainable Development, 
icsu continues to represent science at the UN in the process 
aimed at establishing a set of global Sustainable Development 
Goals. In 2013, we also saw the appointment of a UN Scien-
tific Advisory Board for Sustainable Development, a body for 
which we have long argued. Looking forward, with the help 
of our GeoUnion cluster, the Integrated Research on Disaster 
Risk programme, and regional initiatives, we will contribute 
vital scientific knowledge and capability to the post-Hyogo 
framework for disaster risk reduction. We are also organizing, 

together with the Chief Science Ad-
visor to the Prime Minister of New 
Zealand, a landmark conference 
of eminent science advisers to the 
world’s leaders. The focus of discus-
sions will be on how, practically, sci-
ence advice has been used by gov-
ernments and the opportunities to 
learn from experiences in different 
contexts.

icsu’s Committee on Freedom 
and Responsibility in the conduct 
of Science (cfrs) continues to act as 

the guardian of the Principle of Universality. During 2013, is-
sues relating to the visas for scientists to attend international 
scientific meetings have particularly come to the fore, with 
serious concerns expressed by icsu to national authorities 
worldwide. Looking forward, improving access to research 
data, particularly for integrated research, is a key topic for two 
of our data-related bodies, codata and the World Data System. 
To this end, they are jointly co-sponsoring, SciDataCon 2014, 
a major conference on data sharing and integration for global 
sustainability, which will be held in New Delhi in November.

This progress during 2013, and our expectations for 2014, 
would not have been possible without the active support of 
the icsu membership, interdisciplinary bodies, partners and 
a large community of scientists and stakeholders who gener-
ously give of their time. We are particularly grateful to the 
French Government for their continued support and hosting 
of the Secretariat. As we look towards the General Assembly 
to be held in August in Auckland, New Zealand, we acknowl-
edge, thank and celebrate all those who have made our con-
tinuing achievements possible.

Steven Wilson
Executive Director
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international 
research  
collaboration
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future earth
2013 was a year of transition for Future Earth, the 10-year research initia-
tive that is aiming to provide the knowledge required to tackle the most 
urgent challenges to global sustainability. Future Earth is sponsored by the 
members of the Science and Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability 
comprising the International Council for Science (icsu), the International 
Social Science Council (issc), the Belmont Forum of funding agencies, the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (unesco), 
the United Nations Environment Programme (unep), the United Nations 
University (UNU), and the World Meteorological Organization (wmo) as an 
observer. The Transition Team published its final report, which will un-
derpin the governance structure and research framework for Future Earth, 
and the programme took great strides towards becoming operational with 
the appointment of an interim Director and Secretariat. 

Frans Berkhout, appointed interim Director of Future Earth in July 2013, 
is leading its implementation, bringing existing and new research commu-
nities and stakeholders together to deliver solutions-oriented knowledge 
for global sustainability. A further four members of staff have been recruit-
ed to the interim Secretariat, which is based at the icsu offices in Paris. 
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Future Earth will connect science and society, and its role in mobilizing 
science and stakeholders across the world has been strengthened by a se-
ries of meetings and events that took place across the world in 2013. This 
included a set of national and regional workshops and consultations. 

Involving early career researchers is a key priority for Future Earth. A 
networking conference for young scientists on Food Futures, co-sponsored 
by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (dfg), icsu and issc, took place at 
Villa Vigoni on Lake Como, Italy in April. icsu’s Regional Office for Latin 
America and the Caribbean, in partnership with The World Academy of 

Sciences (twas), conacyt (a public organization 
in charge of the promotion of scientific and tech-
nological activities in Mexico), and the Mexican 
and Brazilian Academies of Sciences, held a Lat-
in America conference for early-career scientists. 

Future Earth was presented at key scient ific 
conferences during the year and the Future Earth 
blog and social media platforms were launched 
to engage new audiences and highlight research 
taking place under the initiative. The report of 
the Transition Team on the initial design of Fu-
ture Earth was finalized and published in 2013. 
The Transition Team, co-chaired by Johan Rock-
ström and Diana Liverman, comprised seventeen 
members from a wide range of disciplines and 
countries, as well as ex-officio members repre-
senting the main partners of the Science and 
Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability. To 
ensure that research conducted under the um-
brella of Future Earth is actionable, relevant to 
stakeholders and carried out to the highest sci-

entific standards, the programme will be co-designed, co-produced and 
co-delivered by the science and stakeholder communities. Led by a multi-
stakeholder Governing Council, the ultimate decision-making body, a Sci-
ence Committee and an Engagement Committee will guide the direction 
of Future Earth activities; the first Science Committee and an interim En-
gagement Committee were appointed in 2013. 

The Science Committee comprises 18 members, including a Chair-
person and two vice-Chairs. Mark Stafford Smith, Science Director of 
csiro’s Climate Adaptation Flagship in Canberra, Australia, is the inau-
gural Chair. Melissa Leach, Director of the Economic and Social Research 
Council (esrc) steps (Social, Technological and Environmental Pathways 
to Sustainability) Centre, and incoming Director of the Institute of De-
velopment Studies in the UK, and Belinda Reyers, a Chief Scientist at the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (csir) in South Africa, serve 

johan rockström, co-chaIr of the future earth transItIon team
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as vice-Chairs. The Chair and vice-Chairs will initially serve 
from June 2013–2016 and the Science Committee members 
will serve from June 2013–2015, both terms being extendable.

The Science Committee, working closely with the En-
gagement Committee, will provide scientific guidance, en-
sure scientific quality and guide the development of new 
projects. It will make recommendations on new and existing 
projects, and emerging priorities for research. It will over-
see the transition of the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (igbp), the International Human Dimensions Pro-
gramme (ihdp) and diversitas activities into Future Earth, 
secure strong partnership with the World Climate Research 
Programme (wcrp) community and provide guidance on new 
activities for Future Earth. 

During the transition, the existing programmes and pro-
jects continue to deliver world class science with impact. For 
example, during 2013 the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme led the preparation of a major new summary of 
research on oceans acidification which provides clear recom-
mendations for policymakers based on a range of confidence 
levels. The report was launched at unfccc cop-19 in Warsaw, 
and generated extensive media coverage. diversitas and ihdp 
have continued to represent icsu in the development of the 
Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services (ipbes).

A Future Earth interim Engagement Committee compris-
ing seven members has been appointed, with Robert Watson 
as Chair. Members of the interim Engagement Committee will 
provide strategic advice from a user perspective on Future 
Earth research, engagement and other activities, to support 
the implementation of Future Earth and its work with stake-
holders, connecting Future Earth science to society. The in-
terim Engagement Committee will work closely with the Sci-
ence Committee to develop the scientific agenda and ensure 
that co-design has a prominent role. A call for members of the 
permanent Engagement Committee has now been published, 
and members are expected to be appointed in June 2014.

Ensuring continuity and a smooth handover to the per-
manent Secretariat of Future Earth is a key priority for icsu 
and the other members of the Science and Technology Alli-
ance for Global Sustainability. icsu, on behalf of the Alliance, 
is overseeing selection of the permanent Secretariat, and an 
open competitive process for this was launched in Septem-
ber 2013. The permanent Secretariat, with headquarters and 

regional  nodes, will coordinate research activities, handle the 
day-to-day management of Future Earth, and liaise with key 
stakeholders. In November 2013 those bidding to host the 
permanent Secretariat attended a bidders’ conference, which 
brought together more than 70 participants from all over the 
world. The aim was to familiarize all interested parties with 
the requirements, and enable bidders to meet with other po-
tential bidders to engage in discussions and consortium build-
ing for bids to host the Secretariat. A call for full bids was 
announced in late 2013, and the permanent Secretariat is ex-
pected to be appointed in June 2014.
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integrated research on 
disaster risk — irdr
During the year the Integrated Research on Disaster Risk (irdr) 
programme continued to consolidate its four major projects:

Forensic Investigations of Disasters (forin)

Risk Interpretation and Action (ria) 

Assessment of Integrated Research on Disaster Risk (airdr)

Disaster Loss Data (data)

irdr has established International Centres of Excellence 
through the irdr Scientific Committee and the relevant Na-
tional or Domestic Committees to provide integrated research 
and capacity-building foci for the irdr programme. The first 
was founded at the Academy of Sciences located in Taipei in 
late 2010. The second and third such Centres have now been 
established: the irdr International Centre of Excellence on 
Vulnerability and Resilience Metrics (icoe varm) was formal-
ly established at the Hazards and Vulnerability Research In-
stitute (hvri) located at the University of South Carolina, Co-
lumbia, USA; closely followed by the irdr icoe on Community 
Resilience (icoe cr) at the Joint Centre for Disaster Research 
at Massey University, Wellington, New Zealand. 

A further Centre will follow in early 2014: the irdr icoe 
in   Understanding Risk and Safety (icoe ur&s) at the Institute 
of Environmental Studies located at the National University 
of Colombia, Colombia.

Preparations are underway for the Second International 
irdr Conference on Disaster Risk to be held in Beijing on 
7–9 June 2014 in Beijing and devoted to the theme “Integrat-
ed Disaster Risk Science: A Tool for Sustainability”
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PrograM on ecosysteM 
change and society — Pecs
The Earth system upon which human well-being depends is in 
a period of unprecedented transition. Global changes include 
profound alterations of social-ecological systems and the servic-
es they provide to globally interconnected societies and econo-
mies. An increased awareness of these changes is vital for devel-
oping effective responses. However, human capacity for action 
is still impeded by significant gaps in knowledge of the relation-
ships between natural capital, human wellbeing, livelihoods, in-
equality and poverty. pecs is a ten-year initiative, sponsored by 
icsu and unesco and hosted by the Stockholm Resilience Cen-
tre since 2011, which aims to contribute to filling these gaps.

The principal approaches of pecs research are comparisons 
of place-based, long-term social-ecological case studies and the 
development of interdisciplinary working groups. pecs brings 
together a vibrant network of 11 transdisciplinary projects, 
covering 30 local and regional case-studies around the world. 
The growing portfolio of pecs case studies provides a wealth 
of regional and local assessments and generates new insights 
into the complex and multi-scale dynamics of social-ecological 
systems. The case studies explore, for example, the synergies 
and trade-offs among ecosystem services in the Norrström ba-

sin (Sweden); the relationships between ecosystems services and well-be-
ing of the poor in coastal areas of Africa; the interactions among land use, 
climate change, ecosystems and sustainable land and resource manage-
ment solutions in numerous sites including Russia, China, Vietnam and 
Amazonia; climate change and impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem ser-
vices in Montreal; and social structures and resilience to climate change 
in Norway and Switzerland. 

In 2013, pecs held a three-day workshop that brought together pecs 
projects to exchange findings and approaches and develop a common in-
tegrated framework for pecs research. A special issue of the journal Ecolo-
gy and Society is to be published based on the outcomes of these exchanges.

terraced rIce fIelds
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urban health  
and wellbeing
A significant year in 

the development of the  

new icsu programme  

Health and Wellbeing in the 

Changing Urban Environment: 

a Systems Analysis Approach. 

The Science Committee held its 2nd meeting in Kuala Lumpur 
in May and held a joint session with members of the Asia and 
Pacific regional committee for Urban Health. A number of pi-
lot projects are being developed in the region using a Collab-
orative Conceptual Modelling (ccm) approach, which involves 
multiple stakeholders in identifying the most relevant deter-

minants of health in a defined system and then using various 
modelling techniques to explore this system. This approach 
was the subject of a seminar at the Malaysian Academy of Sci-
ences, which also highlighted one of the pilot projects – green 
transport for better urban health – and engaged local scien-
tists as well as members of the Science Committee.

In September, the Science Committee held its 3rd meeting 
in Paris prior to the International Conference on Urban Dy-
namics and Health, which was co-organized by icsu together 
with several French urban policy and research organizations. 
It brought together natural, social and health sciences as well 
as architecture and urban planning, and had inter-sectoral 
representation of urban policy makers. For example, a ses-
sion on the ‘Housing for All’ initiative in Canada included a 
former minister for social development, local government of-
ficials and scientists in a lively round table discussion. Confer-
ence participants came from 47 countries, and Science Com-
mittee and regional committee members played a prominent 
role – giving plenary presentations and moderating sessions. 

These two meetings and the associated events provided a 
good forum for the development of partnerships. There was 
strong interest in the programme and several organizations 
expressed a desire to become involved. In November, the In-
ter-Academy Medical Panel (iamp) became a formal co-spon-
sor of the programme and committed to using its networks 
of health scientists to promote programme activities. Discus-
sions are ongoing with other potential partners who can also 
bring complementary skills and communities into the pro-
gramme.

Following an open call for proposals to host an Internation-
al Programme Office for the Urban Health initiative, the icsu 
Executive Board agreed in November that the Office should 
be awarded to the cas Institute of Urban Environment in the 
city of Xiamen in southern China. Generous funding has been 
secured for five years from the host institute, the Xiamen Mu-
nicipal Government, the China Association for Science and 
Technology (cast) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (cas). 
The international search for an Executive Director began in 
December and it is hoped that the Office will be fully opera-
tional in mid-2014.
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grants PrograMMe
The icsu Grants programme supports collaborative scientific initiatives of relevance 
to science and society. It is a competitive, peer-reviewed programme for icsu Scientific 
Unions, Interdisciplinary Bodies and Joint Initiatives in collaboration with other icsu 
bodies including Regional Offices.

In 2013, priority was given to proposals that focused on:
1. Science & Technology for Sustainable Development 
2. Capacity Building and Science Education
3. Dissemination of Data and/or Information from Science and Technology
4. Emerging Science – Creation of new Knowledge.

The programme also emphasizes the involvement of young scientists, women scientists, 
and scientists from developing countries. A key overall aim is to forge new partnerships 
between organizations that do not routinely collaborate. 

A total of € 260,000 was available in 2013 with a maximum award of € 30,000 per 
project. The Committee on Scientific Planning and Review awarded funding to nine 
proposals (see table).

lead applicant supporting applicants regional office title of project

igu irdr, Mexico rolac landslide networking for disaster studies, capacity building, partnership 

and engagement in latin america and the caribbean

iMu iugg, iutaM, iciaM, us nas, Mexico,  

wcrP, irdr, ciMat

rolac Mathematics of climate change, related natural hazards and risks

inQua iugs, iugg, Mozambique g@gPs africa: long term recharge of large ground water basins

iupsys china: cast,

chinese Psychological

society, cads, univ of Jena

roaP building individual and organizational capacity for psychological 

intervention after disasters in the asia and pacific region

codata iucr, iuPac, iufost, vaMas the description of materials on the nanoscale

diVersitas iubs, switzerland the cbd nagoya Protocol

scor scar-iMber identifying ecosystem essential ocean variables for measuring changes 

in marine ecosystems

Wcrp clivar-vaMos, wcrP-cordex, iai,  

igP, ciMa, ictP, onaMet, ccccc

rolac cordex latin america and the caribbean

iups iubMb, iubs,iuPhar, iuis, iuPesM,  

iuMs, ibro, iufost 

an inter-union initiative on multi scale systems biology
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building on disciPlinary 
strengths
icsu’s Union Members play an essential role in 

providing the disciplinary base of its science 

programmes and other activities. In this section, 

key activities and contributions from some of 

the Union Members during the last year are 

highlighted. Over time, we plan to feature all 

of our Union Members and their icsu-related 

activities.

unions Meeting
The icsu Unions met at the Paris Institut d’Astrophysique on 29–30 April to 
discuss opportunities for enhanced interdisciplinary collaboration between 
Unions, and between Unions and icsu, particularly around newly develop-
ing areas of work for the icsu family. The discussions focussed specific ally 
on Future Earth, science education, communication between icsu and Un-
ions, irdr, Urban Health, open access and the potential for new interdis-
ciplinary collaborations. There was a strong consensus that the meeting 
could serve as a model for further Union gatherings, which would provide 
a good platform for Union-to-Union networking. The formation of themat-
ic Union clusters was seen as a future possibility, as these could strengthen 
synergies between Unions working in similar fields.

The report from this meeting provided the basis 
for subsequent strategic discussions at the Com-
mittee for Scientific Planning and Review (cspr) 
and the Executive Board.  It was agreed that a sur-
vey of the Unions should be conducted to collect 
further information, which would provide the 
basis for developing specific actions to promote 
the engagement of the Unions in interdiscipli-
nary activities.

geounions: report on geo-inforMation for 
disaster and risk ManageMent
The icsu GeoUnions, the Joint Board of Geospa-
tial Information Societies (jbgis), the United Na-
tions Office for Outer Space Affairs (unoosa) and 
the United Nations Platform for Space-based In-
formation for Disaster Management and Emer-
gency Response (un-spider) published a new re-
port “The Value of Geo-Information for Disaster 
and Risk Management (valid): Benefit Analysis 
and Stakeholder Assessment” a compilation of 
case studies on what can be achieved with geo-
information to support disaster and risk manage-
ment – methods, systems and applications. 

The icsu GeoUnions are the International As-
tronomical Union (iau), the International Geo-
graphical Union (igu), the International Society 
for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (isprs), 
the International Union for Quaternary Research 
(inqua), the International Union of Soil Sciences 
(iuss), the International Union of Geological Sci-
ences (iugs), the International Union of Geode-
sy and Geosphysics (iugg) and the Union Radio 
Scien tifique Internationale (ursi).
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Biounions: systeMs Biology Meeting
With grant support from icsu, an inter-union symposium on multi-scale systems biology 
was held on 28–30 July in at the Royal Society’s Chicheley Hall, UK as a satellite meeting 
to the iups 2013 congress in Birmingham. Specific focus areas included:

Systems Biology Approaches to Cell Signalling Systems 

Biology of Immunology and Infection

Systems Biology Approaches to Drug Discover and Pharacogenomics

Systems Biology in Neuroscience and Multi-Scale Modeling of Behavior

Physiome approaches to personalized medicine and Therapy

Systems Modeling in Population Biology Systems Biology and the Environment

The meeting looked at areas beyond the physiome, to populations and environments 
and to the potential for systems biology to be applied to complex problems in human 
health and healthcare delivery. It featured lectures from scientifically and geographi-
cally diverse leaders in the field and posters by early-career investigators. Its overall ob-
jective was to promote international inter-union cooperation in the field of Systems Bi-
ology and its application to improving human health and well-being. 
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suPPorting  
interdisciPlinary  
science
interdisciplinary Bodies
icsu has 19 interdisciplinary bodies (IBs), a number of which are co-spon-
sored with other organizations and are also known as joint initiatives. These 
bodies bring together different scientific disciplines to address issues of in-
ternational relevance that are of interest to icsu Members. The decision 
to establish or disband an interdisciplinary body is made by the icsu Gen-
eral Assembly. These bodies vary considerably in structure and function – 
ranging from research programmes to expert advisory bodies or coordina-
tion nodes for distributed international infrastructures. All are subject to 
periodic reviews by icsu and a number of them have scientific committees 
that are appointed by the icsu Executive Board.

Earth System science, urban health, disaster risk, and various data ac-
tivities are all associated with specific bodies. In addition, there are a num-
ber of other areas of science, where icsu structures have being making an 
important contribution over many years. Some of these, such as the Scien-
tific Committee on Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space 
Science (iucaf), are very small structures that depend completely on pro 
bono efforts from committed scientists but play a critical role behind the 
scenes in underpinning part of the scientific enterprise. Others have their 
own dedicated secretariats and coordinate research activities in areas such 
as the Antarctic (scar) or oceans (scor). The International Network for the 
Availability of Scientific Publications (inasp) is an established UK charity 
that carries out capacity building activities for the use of research infor-
mation in less developed countries. inasp, which was started in 1992 as 
a small project run by one person, now has an annual turnover and total 
secretariat size comparable to its parent body, icsu.

An over-arching principle governing all of these structures is that they 
should help to deliver icsu’s mission of strengthening international sci-
ence for the benefit of society. Whilst some have been around for several 
decades, these have evolved over time. There is continuous renewal and 
turnover and several interdisciplinary bodies have been disbanded over 
the past decade and new ones created. Most notable in this regard is the 
current re-alignment of global environmental change research within the 
Future Earth programme, a process that will result in the closure of three 
existing interdisciplinary bodies and the creation of a new over-arching 
body with a regionally distributed support structure. 

Quality control
The Committee on Scientific Planning Review 
(cspr) has, as part of its remit, the role of review-
ing all of the interdisciplinary bodies at regular 
intervals. For example, the outcomes of the ex-
pert panel review of the Committee on Data for 
Science and Technology (codata) are summarised 
on p. 26. cspr carried out a ‘summary audit’ of all 
icsu interdisciplinary bodies in 2013 and agreed 
on a work-plan for the next 5 years, during which 
all bodies will be reviewed. The generic questions 
to be addressed in these reviews are:

1. How does this IB contribute to icsu’s mission 
and strategic priorities?

2. What is the unique contribution that this IB 
is making to international science and how is it 
positioned relative to any organizations with a 
similar or overlapping remit?

3. Is the ib financially stable and what is its fu-
ture funding plan?

4. Does the ib work with and/or serve the needs 
of the icsu community? 

5. Is there a continuing requirement for this 
ib? Does the ib have a sunset clause and, if not, 
should it have one?

These reviews, which are carried out by scient ific 
peers, play a critical role in ensuring the quality  
and continuing relevance of icsu’s activities. 
The outcomes of the reviews are made publical-
ly available and reported to the General Assembly. 
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icsu and the iPcc 
As the ipcc celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2013, it is a good 
time to look back at icsu’s role in its inception, and the im-
pact it has had on the science policy interface. The scientific 
community, supported by icsu, put climate change on the po-
litical agenda. It was a long effort involving many actors and 
organizations that led to the establishment of the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (ipcc) in 1988. 

The International Geophysical Year (1957–8) was an icsu 
initiative that brought together scientists from more than 60 
countries to take part in a series of coordinated observations 
of geophysical phenomena. It launched the first systematic 
monitoring of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) and ozone 
(O3). Following its success, the un General Assembly invited 
icsu to work alongside the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion (wmo) to develop a programme of research on atmospher-
ic science. icsu and wmo appointed a committee to plan what 
became the Global Atmospheric Research Programme (garp), 
which was launched as a joint icsu/wmo programme in 1967 
and had the objectives of improving weather forecasting and 
understanding climate change.

This, and several other initiatives, drove the development 
of the climate science agenda. In 1978, icsu, the wmo and the 
United Nations Environment Programme (unep) organized an 
international workshop in Vienna that led to the first World 
Climate Conference in Geneva in 1979.

A total of 300 scientists from 50 countries looked at the 
scientific evidence and confirmed the long-term significance 
of atmospheric CO2 levels for global climate. This ultimately 
led to the establishment in 1980 of the joint icsu/wmo World 
Climate Research Programme (wcrp) to supersede garp. wcrp 
has the broad objectives of determining how far climate can 
be predicted and the extent of human influence on climate.

The Vienna conference gave rise to a new understanding 
that climate was not just driven by ‘physical’ forces, but that 
interactions with the biosphere played an important role. This 
awareness eventually led to the launch of the icsu-sponsored 
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme at the icsu 
General Assembly in 1986. igbp addresses the Earth as a sys-
tem of globally interacting phenomena, and seeks to under-
stand the physical, chemical and biological processes that reg-
ulate this system, changes occurring to these processes and 
the role of human activities in these changes.

The icsu-initiated Scientific Committee on Problems of the En-
vironment (scope) – which complemented wcrp’s work with 
more of a science for policy focus – published an important re-
port “The greenhouse effect, climatic change and ecosystems” 
in 1986. This was the first comprehensive international assess-
ment of the environmental impact of atmospheric greenhouse 
gases, and coincided with a major conference held in Villach 
(Austria) organized by icsu, wmo and unep which concluded 
that the Earth’s climate was entering a period of rapid change 
with potentially far-reaching consequences.

After the Villach conference, an Advisory Group on Green-
house Gases was appointed, and this group produced sever-
al reports on the policy implications of the emerging science. 
wmo and unep, both intergovernmental bodies, then embed-
ded climate science in the policy agenda by establishing, in 
1988, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (ipcc) 
to regularly take stock of the science for government purpos-
es and examine options for responding to human-induced 
climate change. 

ipcc published its first assessment report in 1990. A key 
chapter on research priorities was co-authored by the Chairs 
of the wcrp and the igbp. The ipcc Second Assessment Re-
port of 1995 provided important material drawn on by nego-
tiators in the run-up to the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol to 
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (unfccc) 
in 1997. The Third Assessment Report was released in 2001 
and the Fourth in 2007.

The 2007 ipcc report injected a new sense of urgency into 
the negotiations of unfccc. Developed and developing coun-
tries stepped up their efforts to combat climate change and 
reach a deal on long-term cooperative action by the end of the 
first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol in 2012. How-
ever, the climate change conference held in Copenhagen in 
December 2009 failed to reach an agreement. Two years lat-
er at the 17th meeting of the Conference of the Parties (cop) 
to unfccc in Durban, an agreement was reached to establish 
a legally binding deal for all countries by December 2015, at 
the 21st cop in Paris.

icsu was key in establishing the international research 
agenda on climate science on which every ipcc assessment 
report has been based, including the fifth report which will 
be published in 2014
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geo/geoss
In 2013, icsu continued its involvement in and contributions 
to the Group on Earth Observations (geo), the implementing 
arm of the Global Earth Observing System of Systems (geoss). 
Earth observations are an essential cross-cutting capability 
of Future Earth and geoss should become a critical strategic 
partner of the Future Earth programme, building upon the es-
tablished cooperation between geo-geoss and the global en-
vironmental change research programmes. icsu used its role 
as a GEO Participating Organization to facilitate initial links 
between the Future Earth community and geo/geoss.

The second area of cooperation between icsu and geoss 
relates to data management and sharing through icsu’s two 
data-related organizations: codata and the World Data System.

codata has been a key player in the development and im-
plementation of the geo Data Sharing Principles via its in-
volvement with the work of the geo Data Sharing Working 
Group. This work has progressed further in 2013 and has be-

come a major area of geo activity that aims to 
expand the range of open data sharing efforts 
across a range of societal benefit areas. The G8 
Open Data Charter released in 2013 shows the 
extent to which some governments have moved 
on these matters.

The World Data System (wds) has made sev-
eral steps to ensure a proper contribution of its 
dev eloping Open Metadata Catalogue to geoss. 
After surveying WDS member organizations, 
more than 60% declared a willingness to declare 
their datasets as geoss data-core, which will sig-
nificantly increase datasets contributed to geo-
ss. wds is also leading a new initiative, launched 
in 2013 in collaboration with the Research Data 
Alliance, to establish a Global Service for Trust-
ed Research Data Repositories. Efforts to ensure 
proper coordination with relevant geo activities 
have been initiated.

Based on a decision taken by the icsu Gener-
al Assembly at its session in 2011, icsu will con-
duct a review of the role of science in the glob-
al observing systems, including consideration of 
icsu’s role as a co-sponsor of the Global Climate 
Observing System (gcos), Global Ocean Observ-
ing System (goos) and Global Terrestrial Observ-
ing System (gtos). This review is scheduled to 
start late in 2014, and follows a review of gcos 
for its co-sponsors. icsu has had initial discus-
sions with the geo Secretariat on its potential 
involvement with this review. 
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sustainable develoPMent
One of the main outcomes of the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development 
(Rio+20), held in June 2012 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, was the agreement to dev elop a set 
of universal Sustainable Development Goals (sdgs). In March 2013, a UN Open Work-
ing Group (OWG), representative of the world’s governments, started its work to define 
a set of proposed goals for submission to the UN General Assembly in September 2014. 
The Rio+20 outcome document indicated that the process to develop the SDGs must be 
coherent with the process to define the post-2015 global development agenda, as a fol-
low-up to the implementation of Millennium Development Goals (mdgs), which will ex-
pire in 2015. The Rio+20 decisions also highlighted that defining one set of appropriate 
goals, targets and indicators for the post-2015 global agenda should benefit from con-
tributions from the scientific community.

icsu provided, at the invitation of the un, scien-
tific input to the six meetings of the owg from 
March to December 2013. These meetings fo-
cused on stock taking and information gather-
ing in key areas of sustainable development, such 
as sustainable food security, sustainable water 
security, human health, universal clean energy, 
and sustained economic growth. This input was 
based on work conducted by relevant interdisci-
plinary bodies and as part of the planning phase 
of Future Earth.

In March 2013, the un, icsu and issc organ-
ized an Expert Group Meeting in New York on 
Science and Sustainable Development Goals, in 
conjunction with the first meeting of the owg. 
The meeting focused on the overriding issue of 
integrating the goals of keeping the Earth system 
in a stable Holocene-like state, with universal hu-
man well-being goals and post-2015 mdgs. For 
the following thematic meetings of the owg, 
icsu provided the un with scientific policy briefs 
on the themes under discussion and arranged for 
the participation of scientific experts. At the De-
cember meeting of the owg, icsu joined unesco 

in organizing a side event on Science, Technology and Innovation for Sustainable Devel-
opment. icsu also supported the preparation of a paper on “Sustainable development 
goals for people and planet”, published in Nature in March 2013, which provided fur-
ther scientific underpinning to the sdgs’ discussions at the un and elsewhere.

icsu will continue to support the work of the owg in 2014, in particular when dis-
cussing possible sdgs and targets on sustainable cities, disaster risk reduction, bio-
diversity and oceans and seas.

metro traIn In kuala lumpur, malaysIa
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intergovernMental PlatforM 
on biodiversity and ecosysteM 
services — iPbes
ipbes, the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Ser-
vices, was established in April 2012 following seven years of negotiations. 
ipbes, which now counts 115 Members, is a science-policy platform with 
similarities to ipcc, which will provide policy relevant scientific informa-
tion on biodiversity and ecosystem services in response to requests from 
governments and other stakeholders. ipbes operates under the auspices of 
unep, unesco, fao and undp. 

In 2013, ipbes adopted, at its second plenary (December 2013, Antalya, 
Turkey) an ambitious programme of work for 2014–18, and received pledg-
es of more than half (US$ 25.4 million) of the total US$ 43.5 million re-
quired for the entire programme. The work is composed of two main areas. 
The first is fast-track methodological and thematic assessments of pollina-
tion and pollinators associated with food production. The second is scen-
ario analysis and modelling of biodiversity and ecosystem services. ipbes 
will also initiate scoping processes for a methodological assessment on the 
conceptualization of values of biodiversity and nature’s benefits to peo-
ple; a thematic assessment of land degradation and restoration; thematic 

assessment of invasive alien species; a thematic 
assessment of sustainable use and conservation 
of biodiversity and strengthening capacities and 
tools; and a set of regional and sub-regional as-
sessments.

icsu has been leading the input of the scien-
tific community during the negotiation phase, 
and is continuing to do so now that ipbes is estab-
lished. icsu’s role has included providing views 
(plenary statements, written contributions) on 
all aspects of ipbes including rules of procedure, 
the conceptual framework, the programme of 
work, and the involvement of non-governmen-
tal stakeholders. icsu has been providing names 
of scientists for expert workshops, and has also 
convened and co-convened scientific workshops, 
including on the knowledge generation function 
of ipbes, or its conceptual framework. icsu, to-
gether with iucn, has produced a stakeholder 
engagement strategy, and co-chaired, with iucn, 
the multi-stakeholder forum of ipbes.

In the future, icsu’s role in ipbes will be two-
fold. It will continue to represent the scientific 
community at ipbes and will provide advice on 
the ipbes process itself. It will also actively con-
tribute to the knowledge generation function of 
ipbes, through relevant icsu activities, and in 
particular Future Earth, to ensure that the scient-
ific gaps highlighted by ipbes in its future assess-
ments are addressed by the scientific community, 
since ipbes itself will not carry out new research. 
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freedoM and  
resPonsibility
The Committee on Freedom and Responsibility 
in the conduct of Science (cfrs) promotes integ-
rity in science. The Committee was involved in, 
and co-sponsored, the three World Conferences 
on Research Integrity (wcri) that have been held 
in Lisbon (2007), Singapore (2010) and Montre-
al (2013). A major outcome of the 2nd wcri was 
the “Singapore Statement on Research Integrity”, 
a consensus statement laying out globally appli-
cable principles and responsibilities related to 
integrity in research and scientific conduct. It 
attracted international media attention and has 
since become an important reference point for 
the international science community.

At the latest wcri in Montreal, the programme 
was built around integrity issues in cross-nation-
al, cross-disciplinary and cross-sectoral scientific 
co-operation partnerships. In their presentations 
at the conference, several members of cfrs high-
lighted the Committee’s work related to respon-
sible public communication of science, industry-
academia partnerships and integrity, authorship 
and integrity in scientific publishing as well as 
societal responsibilities of scientists. The “Mon-
treal Statement on Research Integrity in Cross-

Boundary Research Collaborations” adopted after the conference includes recommen-
dations pertaining to the establishment and management of scientific collaborations 
and concerning research outcomes resulting from such collaborations. The involve-
ment of cfrs in the conference ensured a representation from the scientific commu-
nity among the participants who also included representatives from research integrity 
offices, research funding agencies, university administrations and the publishing sector.

A closer examination of the systemic aspects of scientific integrity, i.e. the institu-
tional dimension and drivers that are conducive to research misconduct, will be one 
focus of the Committee’s future work. The impact of science assessment systems will 
be considered at a workshop that cfrs is jointly organizing with the China Association 
for Science and Technology (cast) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (cas) in Bei-
jing in April 2014. Taking the examples of the rapidly growing science systems in Bra-
zil, China and South Africa, the issues and challenges with which scientists are con-
fronted will be discussed.
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wds
Around one hundred people gathered at the National Museum 
of Nature and Science in Tokyo, Japan on 15–16 October 2013 
to participate in the International Forum on ‘Polar Data Ac-
tivities in Global Data Systems’. Co-hosted by the icsu World 
Data System (wds), the Forum covered all aspects of effective 
polar data management – in particular, ensuring the data leg-
acy of the International Polar Year 2007–2008. Participants – 
data managers, scientists and research coordinators – issued 
a communique to bring together their observations about the 
current state of polar data activities and recommendations for 
enhancing and sustaining core data services into the future.

Development continued in 2013 of a wds Open Metada-
ta Catalogue and Scalable Knowledge Network and on a com-
munity-based Data Publication and Curation Service, with the 
WDS Scientific Committee setting up two working groups 
for these services. The wds Data Publication Working Group 
active at the first plenary of the new Research Data Alliance 
(rda) (18–20 March 2013; Gothenburg, Sweden), where com-
mon links between icsu-wds and rda were established with 
the initiation of two joint interest groups: ‘Publishing Data’ 
and ‘Certification of Digital Repositories’.

Finally, the Executive Committees of icsu, wds and codata  
met to agree details on the organizations’ first mutual bienni-
al conference – SciDataCon 2014 – which will be held in No-
vember 2014 in New Delhi, India.

codata
codata, the icsu Committee on Data for Science and Technol-
ogy has appointed a new Executive Director. Simon Hodson 
took over from Kathleen Cass, whose contribution to codata 
over more than 10 years was warmly recognized by codata 
President, Professor Guo Huadong.

The task for the new Executive Director is to respond to 
recommendations in the icsu review of codata (see below) to 
increase the organization’s visibility and impact. In large part 
this will be done by implementing the Strategic Plan 2013–
18, finalized at codata’s 2013 Executive Committee meet-
ing and through which codata addresses data challenges in 
three areas:
1. Policy Frameworks for Data: defining and promoting a poli-
cy agenda for scientific data, addressing national, internation-
al and scientific contexts.
2. Frontiers in data science and technology: stimulating and 
coordinating work at key frontiers of data science and inter-
disciplinary application areas.
3. Data strategies for international science: supporting inter-
national scientific programmes, like Future Earth, to address 
data management needs, particularly concerning policies pro-
cesses and standards necessary to assure data legacy.

codata will be working increasingly closely with the icsu 
World Data System. The first example of this is the co-organ-
ized and co-sponsored SciDataCon 2014, a major internation-
al conference addressing the challenges of Data Sharing and 
Integration for Global Sustainability.
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With support from icsu, and in collaboration 
with vamas (the Versailles Project on Advanced 
Materials and Standards), codata has convened 
and led a Working Group on the Description of 
Nanomaterials, involving a number of icsu Un-
ions and other interested organizations. The 
working group has developed a draft Framework 
for a Uniform Description System for Materials 
on the Nanoscale. The framework will be fur-
ther refined and forms a substantial contribu-
tion to the Future Nano Needs project, funded 
by the European Commission’s Framework Pro-
gramme 7. There is a pressing need to standard-
ize the description and data relating to nanoma-
terials, covering characteristics which may relate 
to toxicity and industrial application. However, 
this is a challenging task in a research area where 
scientists understanding of significant charac-
teristics is rapidly evolving. codata’s role in this 
work – at the heart of its broader mission – is to 
bring together research scientists, data special-
ists, experts in ontologies and norms and stand-
ards bodies in order to achieve better and more 
interoperable descriptions of nanomaterials.

codata reVieW
In accordance with the icsu Strategic Plan II, a 
review of the Committee on Data for Science and 
Technology (codata) was carried out during the 
course of 2012–2013 by an expert panel set up for 
the purpose by CSPR. Most of the Review Report’s 
recommendations have a direct bearing on the 
working relationship between codata and the 
World Data System (wds) and a better integra-
tion of the data- and information-related activi-
ties and concerns of the icsu family as a whole.

The Report was endorsed by both cspr and 
the Executive Board during the course of 2013 
and is set to be presented to the upcoming icsu 
31st General Assembly in Auckland. It was pub-
lished in electronic form in February 2014.

working with the regions
Considerable efforts were made in 2013 to inte-

grate icsu’s global and regional science plans 

and activities and to build the scientific networks 

that will take forward these plans over the next 

decade. This was largely assisted by grant support 

from the Swedish International Development 

Cooperation Agency (sida) for a series of strategic 

workshops and community building activities.

future earth
Following initial consultations in 2012, icsu with its Regional Offices un-
dertook in 2013 a series of activities to engage the regions in shaping Fu-
ture Earth and to enhance regional support for the programme. 

As part of the consultation process for the Middle East and North Africa, 
a workshop was organized in partnership with the Cyprus Institute (Cyprus, 
3–5 June 2013). This workshop was a first step towards building a Future 
Earth community in the region as well as to establish collaboration with 
 regional and local stakeholders.

Community building efforts continued in other regions throughout 
2013. The icsu Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (icsu roap) organ-
ized an outreach event on Future Earth at the 12th Pacific Science Inter-

future earth workshop for mIddle east and north afrIca, cyprus
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Congress (Suva, Fiji, 8–12 July 2013). The Official Resolution of the Inter-
Congress recorded strong support for Future Earth and encouraged the 
programme to fully engage with the Pacific Island community. 

icsu roap consulted with icsu Members in the Asia-Pacific region, as 
well as Interdisciplinary Bodies and Scientific Associates to see how they 
could best contribute to the development of Future Earth in the region. Sim-
ilar meetings to engage icsu Members in Africa and Latin America are 
planned in 2014. 

In 2013, Future Earth saw strong interest from a range of regional and 
national stakeholders, notably in the Asia-Pacific region where a series of 
dedicated events ranging from regional and national consultation meet-
ings, regional congresses, symposiums, conferences, roundtable discus-
sions, brainstorming sessions and side events, were carried out by various 
organisations. These included activities in Thailand, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, 
China, China: Taipei, and Japan.

Future Earth was also promoted at a number of regional and national 
scientific events in Latin America and Africa, including Jamaica, Mexico, 
Uruguay, Ecuador, Panama, Cameroon, Burkina Faso, Zimbabwe, Mozam-
bique, Nigeria and South Africa. In Latin America, a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding on Future Earth was signed by the icsu Regional Office for Lat-
in America and the Caribbean (icsu rolac), the Inter-American Institute for 
Global Change Research (iai), and unesco’s Regional Office in Uruguay. The 
partners to the MoU agreed to form a consortium that will promote the 
 development of Future Earth in the region. 

In addition, cooperation with The World Academy of Sciences (twas) 
has been strengthened. For instance, icsu rolac and twas, together with 
conacyt as well as the Mexican and Brazilian Academies of Sciences organ-
ized a conference engaging early career scientists in Future Earth (Mexico, 
5–6 Dec 2013). Outstanding young researchers nominated by National Acad-

emies of Sciences representing 18 countries in 
the region attended this event. Additional joint 
activities engaging early career scientists are 
planned for 2014.

In Africa, the icsu Regional Office for Africa 
(icsu roa) strengthened links with several region-
al actors likely to play an important role in deliv-
ering Future Earth in the region. This relates par-
ticularly to members of the African interim 
Future Earth committee, who provided recom-
mendations on how a regional node for Africa 
should be designed and setup.

Regional community building efforts ensured 
strong contributions from the regions to the dev-
elopment of the vision for Future Earth and to 
setting the programme’s initial research agenda; 
catalysed support for Future Earth at the global, 
regional and national levels; and increased in-
volvement of early career scientists in the pro-
gramme. Regional efforts were crucial in mobi-
lizing regional actors in bidding for hosting the 
permanent Future Earth Secretariat.
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hazards and disasters 
Building on the outcomes of the global-regional integration 
meeting on hazards and disasters (Malaysia, September, 2012) 
some progress was made in 2013 in integrating icsu global 
and regional plans and actions on hazards and disasters. This 
led to enhanced cooperation between irdr global and region-
al structures, particularly in Latin America and Africa. 

In 2013, icsu rolac with support from members of the 
irdr Science Committee established a regional steering com-
mittee on hazards and disasters (with representatives from 
national scientific institutions from Argentina, Costa Rica, 
Colombia, Cuba, Chile, Jamaica and Mexico) to promote inte-
grated research on hazards and disasters in the region and to 
foster science integration in policy making processes. 

In Africa, icsu roa facilitated the development of collab-
orative research project proposals on hazards and disasters, 
engaging members of the irdr Science Committee as well as 
several research institutions from the region. To complement 
this, icsu roa is leading the development of a book on haz-
ards and disasters in sub-Saharan Africa to be co-published by 
the African Institute of South Africa (aisa). A research links 
grant from Swedish Secretariat for Environmental Earth Sys-
tem Sciences (sseess) enabled the hazards and disasters con-
sortium to hold a workshop in South Africa to promote north-
south collaboration with Swedish researchers. A group was 
identified to develop the risk vulnerability aspect to the con-
sortium’s portfolio, led by irdr-linked researchers who at-
tended this workshop. A follow up workshop is envisaged in 
Sweden during 2014.

In the Asia and the Pacific region, icsu roap, in part-
nership with icsu’s Union Member International Union of 
Psychological Science (iupsys) and other regional partners, 
worked on building individual and organizational capacity for 
psychological intervention after disasters (piad) in the region. 
A series of piad training events are planned for 2014–2016. 

These regional efforts, which will continue throughout 
2014, resulted in an expanded network of scientists and ex-
perts and in strengthened partnerships with several region-
al organizations.
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sustainaBle energy 
Sustainable energy is a strategic priority for icsu. While each 
of the three icsu Regional Offices has developed its own Sci-
ence Plan focusing on different priorities for action, icsu does 
not have a global programme on sustainable energy. To iden-
tify icsu’s niche in the field of sustainable energy, icsu rolac 
hosted a Global-Regional Integration Workshop on Sustaina-
ble Energy (8–9 April 2013, Mexico), engaging regional scien-
tists involved in the preparation of the regional science plans 
on sustainable energy, representatives of key regional energy 
initiatives and international organisations.

At the meeting, it was concluded that icsu should not es-
tablish a new stand-alone programme on sustainable energy 
but rather work with existing initiatives on sustainable ener-
gy at regional and global levels. icsu will focus on promoting 
integrated trans-disciplinary research and capacity building 
activities on sustainable energy under the framework of Fu-
ture Earth and other relevant programmes. 

Building on the outcomes of this meeting, icsu roa held 
an African Regional Implementation Workshop on Sustain-
able Energy (6–7 May 2013, Kenya) that explored how icsu 
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roa can contribute to the field of sustainable energy and 
identified key partners with whom collaboration should be 
 strengthened.

As a result of these workshops, icsu Regional Offices man-
aged to strengthen cooperation on sustainable energy with 
several regional organizations. For instance, sustainable ener-
gy is an area of common interest for icsu rolac – iai –  unesco 
cooperation. 

icsu roa expanded its network of scientists and experts, 
representing national and regional research organizations, 
as well as established links with organizations from outside 
the region). 
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urBan health and WellBeing
Significant progress was made in 2013 in implementing icsu’s new global 
programme on Health and Wellbeing in the Changing Urban Environment: 
a Systems Analysis Approach. There is a potential role for all of the Region-
al Offices in promoting this programme. A regional steering committee 
on urban health in Asia and the Pacific has been established and six inter-
disciplinary pilot projects focusing on different urban systems in different 
countries are being developed. These projects featured in a joint meeting of 
the global and regional scientific committees in Kuala Lumpur in May and 
the conference on intra-urban dynamics and health in Paris in September. 

Discussions were held to explore involvement of the other two regions, 
i.e. Africa and Latin America, in the Urban Health programme, including 
approaching Sida to consider icsu’s proposal to include support for Urban 
health in its grant application for the next five years
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coMMunications
icsu Communications had a varied and exciting year in 2013, with an  accent 
on Future Earth. A distinctive new logo for the programme was developed; 
and it has been well-received and used successfully across a range of prod-
ucts both digital and print. These include the final design report of the 
Transition Team and a pocket-sized executive summary, the Future Earth 
blog as well as the new Future Earth website, due for launch in early 2014.

The Future Earth blog was launched in July to showcase content across 
the spectrum of global sustainability for a broad audience. One of the aims 
in launching a blog was to build a community around Future Earth, raise 
awareness of and interest in Future Earth and global sustainability and 
establish Future Earth as a credible brand and go-to place for this issue. 
Dedicated social media channels were launched at the same time as the 
blog, and the stream of constantly updated content on the blog has been 
a key component in the social media strategy to engage and grow a core 
community of followers. Readership of the blog built steadily throughout 
2013, and outreach efforts will increase with the launch of the new web-
site in 2014.

icsu Communications also provided support for a number of Future 
Earth events in 2013, among these a panel discussion at the European 
Geosciences Union’s Annual Meeting in Vienna in April.   In June, icsu 
Communications attended a Future Earth meeting at the Royal Society in 
 London and developed a series of videos featuring new members of the 
 Future Earth scientific leadership and other leading voices of the scientific  
community.

During the dfg-icsu-issc young scientists networking conference at 
Villa Vigoni in April, a short documentary video was developed. Putting 
the young scientists present at the centre of the action, it explores the wide 
range of research across disciplines that were brought together at the event. 
Launched online on World Food Day, the video serves both to highlight 
the current challenges in providing the research needed to feed a popu-
lation of nine billion in the future, and to introduce the series of confer-
ences held at Villa Vigoni. The next one, on the topic of “Ecosystems and 
human wellbeing in the green economy”, will be held in May 2014, and a 
further video will be developed for this.

Aside from Future Earth, icsu also continued to provide outreach and 
social media support to its interdisciplinary bodies, members and partners. 
An example of this was outreach support for the media launch of the igbp 
Oceans Acidification summary for policy makers at the unfccc’s climate 
negotiations in Warsaw in November.
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financial suMMary

incoMe euros

membership dues

members 2,472,515

scientific unions 179,632

scientific associates 10,500

provision arrears –154,486

nsf support for wcrp –

grants from nsf 184,506

france 500,000

other grants for Irdr, rio + 20 and 
global sustainability

991,988

other income 42,178

cancellation other provision 19,281

Investment Income 49,461

Total Income 4,295,574

expenditure euros

policy committees 384,250

joint initiatives 834,765

Icsu regional offices 586,515

grant programme 260,000

special initiatives 297,430

governance meetings 612,634

policy & administrative support 1,327,336

contingency/provision 131,557

other expenses 19,301

Investment charges & losses* 44,826

Total expenditure 4,498,614

Excess of income over expenditure –203,040

assets euros

bank & cash balances 3,042,823

marketable securities 1,466,422

nsf & unesco, funds for Irdr & rIo+20 249,112

others assets 146,568

fixed assets 69,148

Total assets 4,974,073

liaBilities euros

external funds allocated 1,167,980

sundry creditors & accruals 842,199

provision / retirement 436,306

Total liabilities 2,446,485

reserVes euros

mandatory reserve 1,500,000

general fund / retained earnings 1,230,628

Total reserves 2,730,628

Net Result –203,040

*  Including provision for unrealized losses on 
portfolio for a total amount of 11k €

stateMent of incoMe and expenditure
International Council for Science (ICSU)  
for the period 1 January to 31 December 2013

Balance sheet
International Council for Science (ICSU)  
for the period 1 January to 31 December 2013
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executive board 2011 – 2014 

secretariat

yuan tseh lee President
david black secretary-general
catherine bréchignac Past-President
malegapuru w. makgoba vice-President for scientific 

Planning and review
sergio pastrana vice-President for external relations
hans rudolf ott treasurer
gordon mcbean President-elect

froM union MeMBers
orhan altan (isPrs)
maria carla galavotti (iuhPs)
dov jaron (iuPesM)
kennedy reed (iuPaP)

froM national MeMBers
john ball (united kingdom)
luiz davidovich (brazil)
nicole moreau (france)
guoxiong wu (china: cast)

executiVe
steven wilson executive director 
carthage smith deputy executive director
tish bahmani fard assistant executive director
clare thirlway head of human resources
denise young head of communications

enVironMent and sustainaBle deVelopMent 
peter bates science officer (to 30/04/2013)
gisbert glaser senior advisor
howard moore senior advisor
katsia paulavets Project coordinator
roberta quadrelli science officer (to 13/02/2013)
rohini rao administrative officer 
anne-sophie stevance science officer

scientific planning and special projects
maureen brennan administrative officer
alexander hansen science officer on secondment  

50% time – based at issc (to 31/05/2013)
vivien lee assistant science officer on secondment

coMMunication and inforMation technology
yun-kang ahn it officer
johannes mengel online editor/communications officer

adMinistratiVe staff
alexandra guennec Payroll and hr administration officer 

(from 18/11/2013)
frederica kostadinoff administrative officer/caretaker
eric leparmentier general services
natacha de marchi accountant

coMMittee on freedoM and responsiBility  
in the conduct of science
roger pfister executive secretary cfrs
50% time – based at the swiss academy of sciences

future earth interiM secretariat
frans berkhout interim director on secondment (from 01/07/2013)
diana greenslade science officer (from 08/07/2013)
lizzie sayer communications coordinator (from 04/11/2013)
miia ylöstalo-joubert administrative officer (from 22/10/2013)

regional office for africa
edith madela-mntla director
richard glover Programme specialist in biological sciences
bongani mahlalela communications officer
hazael naidoo administrative assistant
daniel nyanganyura Programme specialist in Physics,  
Mathematics and engineering sciences

regional office for asia and the pacific
mohd nordin hasan director
tengku sharizad tengku dahlan senior science officer
mohd hizamddin jaafar administrative officer
norizan ab rahman science officer (Programme)

regional office for latin aMerica and the cariBBean
manuel limonta director
angélica bucio communications officer (from January 2013) 
camilo garcía administrative officer (from January 2013) 
gabriel iturriaga science officer (to december 2013)
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national MeMbers

albania academy of sciences
argentina national scientific and technological research council 

(conicet)
armenia national academy of sciences of the republic of armenia
australia australian academy of science
austria die osterreichische akademie der wissenschaften
azerbaijan azerbaijan national academy of sciences**
bangladesh bangladesh academy of sciences
belarus national academy of sciences (nasb)**
belgium royal academies for science and the arts of belgium 

(rasab)
bolivia academia nacional de ciencias de bolivia (ancb)**
bosnia & herzegovina anubih academy of sciences and arts 

of bosnia and herzegovina
bosnia & herzegovina anurs academy of sciences and arts 

of the republic of srpska
botswana Ministry of infrastructure science and technology**
brazil academia brasileira de ciências (abc)
bulgaria bulgarian academy of sciences (bas)

burkina faso centre national de la recherche scientifique et 
technologique**

cameroon cameroon academy of sciences
canada national research council of canada
caribbean caribbean academy of sciences (cas)*
chile academia chilena de ciencias
china cast china association for science and technology (cast)
china taipei academy of sciences located in taipei
colombia academia colombiana de ciencias exactas, fisicas y 

naturales
costa rica academia nacional de ciencias
côte d’ivoire académie des sciences, des arts, des cultures 

d’afrique et des diasporas africaines (ascad)**
cuba academia de ciencias de cuba
czech republic academy of sciences of the czech republic
denmark royal danish academy of sciences and letters
dominican republic academy of sciences of the dominican 

republic
egypt academy of scientific research and technology (asrt)
el salvador vice Ministry of science and technology
estonia estonian academy of sciences
ethiopia ethiopian science and technology agency**
finland delegation of the finnish academies of science and 

letters
france académie des sciences
georgia georgian academy of sciences*
germany deutsche forschungsgemeinschaft (dfg)
ghana ghana academy of arts & sciences**
greece academy of athens
guatemala academia de ciencias Médicas fisicas y naturales de 

guatemala*
hungary hungarian academy of sciences
india indian national science academy
indonesia indonesian institute of sciences (liPi)
iran islamic rep. of university of tehran
iraq Ministry of science and technology
ireland royal irish academy
israel israel academy of sciences and humanities
italy consiglio nazionale delle ricerche
jamaica scientific research council
japan science council of Japan
jordan royal scientific society*
kazakhstan national academy of sciences of the republic of 

kazakhstan*

icsu has 120 National Members covering 

140 countries. These Members provide 

input, from a national, multidisciplinary 

perspective, on priority areas for 

future icsu activities. They also play 

an important role in facilitating 

links with national governments and 

science agencies. The majority of 

icsu National Members are scientific 

academies, although some are national 

funding agencies or other nationally 

representative science bodies.
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kenya kenya national academy of sciences
korea, democratic people’s republic of state academy of 

sciences**
korea, republic of national academy of sciences of the 

republic of korea
lao, peoples democratic republic of lao national science 

council**
latvia latvian academy of sciences
lebanon national council for scientific research
lesotho department of science and technology
lithuania lithuanian academy of sciences
luxembourg fonds national de la recherche
macedonia, former yugoslav rep. of Macedonian academy 

of sciences and arts
madagascar Ministère de l’enseignement supérieur et de la 

recherche scientifique*
malawi national research council of Malawi
malaysia academy of sciences Malaysia
mauritius Mauritius research council
mexico academia Mexicana de ciencias
moldova academy of sciences of Moldova
monaco, principauté de centre scientifique de Monaco
mongolia Mongolian academy of sciences
montenegro Montenegrin academy of sciences and arts
morocco centre national de la recherche scientifique et 

technique
mozambique scientific research association of Mozambique 

(aiciMo)**
namibia Ministry of education: directorate of research, 

science and technology
nepal royal nepal academy of science and technology
netherlands koninklijke nederlandse akademie van 

wetenschappen
new zealand royal society of new Zealand
nigeria nigerian academy of science
norway norwegian academy of sciences and letters
pakistan Pakistan association for the advancement of science
panama universidad de Panama
peru academia nacional de ciencias
philippines national research council
poland Polish academy of sciences
portugal academia das ciencias de lisboa
romania academia româna
russian federation russian academy of sciences

rwanda kigali institute of science and technology (kist), 
rwanda**

saudi arabia, kingdom of king abdulaziz city for science and 
technology (kacst)

senegal association des chercheurs sénégalais**
serbia serbian academy of sciences and arts
seychelles seychelles centre for Marine research and 

technology
singapore singapore national academy of science
slovak republic slovak academy of sciences
slovenia slovenian academy of sciences and arts*
south africa national research foundation (nrf)
south pacific university of the south Pacific
spain Ministerio de ciencia y innovacion
sri lanka national science foundation
sudan republic of national centre for research**
swaziland national research council**
sweden royal swedish academy of sciences
switzerland swiss academy of sciences
tajikistan academy of sciences of the republic of tajikistan**
tanzania, united republic of tanzania commission for s&t
thailand national research council of thailand
togo chancellerie des universités du togo
tunisia université tunis el Manar*
turkey scientific and technical research council of turkey**
uganda uganda national council for science and technology 

(uncst)
ukraine national academy of sciences
united kingdom royal society
united states national academy of sciences
uruguay comisión consejo nacional de innovacion ciencia y 

tecnologia (conicyt)
uzbekistan, republic of uzbekistan academy of sciences**
vatican city state Pontificia academia scientiarum**
venezuela fondo nacional de ciencia, tecnología e innovación**
vietnam vietnam union of science and technology associations**
zambia Zambia academy of sciences**
zimbabwe research council of Zimbabwe

*national associate
**national observer
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scientific unions

The 31 international Scientific Union Members provide the 

disciplinary backbone of ICSU. They play a central role in bringing 

together scientists from all parts of the world to consider the 

issues of particular interest to individual disciplines.

international astronomical union (iau)
international brain research organization (ibro)
international geographical union (igu)
international Mathematical union (iMu)
international sociological association (isa)
international society for Photogrammetry and remote sensing (isPrs)
international union for Quaternary research (inQua)
international union of anthropological and ethnological sciences (iuaes)*
international union of biochemistry and Molecular biology (iubMb)
international union of biological sciences (iubs)
international union of crystallography (iucr)
international union of food science and technology (iufost)
international union of forest research organizations (iufro)
international union of geodesy and geophysics (iugg)
international union of geological sciences (iugs)
international union of history and Philosophy of science (iuhPs)
international union of immunological societies (iuis)
international union of Materials research societies (iuMrs)
international union of Microbiological societies (iuMs)
international union of nutritional sciences (iuns)
international union for Pure and applied biophysics (iuPab)
international union of Pure and applied chemistry (iuPac)
international union of Pure and applied Physics (iuPaP)
international union for Physical and engineering sciences in Medicine (iuPesM)
international union of basic and clinical Pharmacology (iuPhar)
international union of Physiological sciences (iuPs)
international union of Psychological science (iuPsys)
international union of soil sciences (iuss)
international union of theoretical and applied Mechanics (iutaM)
international union of toxicology (iutox)
union radio scientifique internationale (ursi) 

*observer as of 2012
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interdisciPlinary bodies scientific associates

theMatic Bodies
committee on space research (cosPar) 
integrated research on disaster risk (irdr) 
Programme on ecosystem change and society (Pecs) 
scientific committee on antarctic research (scar) 
scientific committee on oceanic research (scor) 
scientific committee on solar-terrestrial Physics (scosteP) 
urban health and wellbeing

gloBal enVironMental change prograMMes
diversitas: an international Programme of biodiversity science 
future earth 
international geosphere-biosphere Programme (igbP) 
international human dimensions Programme on global 
environmental change (ihdP) 
world climate research Programme (wcrP)

Monitoring/oBserVation Bodies
global climate observing system (gcos) 
global ocean observing system (goos) 
global terrestrial observing system (gtos) 

data and inforMation Bodies
committee on data for science and technology (codata) 
international network for the availability of 
scientific Publications (inasP) 
scientific committee on frequency allocations for 
radio astronomy and space science (iucaf) 
world data system (wds)

academia de ciencias de america latina (acal) 
federation of asian scientific academies and societies (fasas) 
international arctic science committee (iasc) 
international association of hydraulic engineering and research 
(iahr) 
international cartographic association (ica) 
international commission for acoustics (ica) 
international commission for optics (ico) 
international council for industrial and applied Mathematics (iciaM) 
international council for laboratory animal science (iclas) 
international council for scientific and technical information (icsti) 
international federation for information Processing (ifiP) 
international federation of library associations and institutions 
(ifla) 
international federation of societies for Microscopy (ifsM) 
international federation of surveyors (fig) 
international foundation for science (ifs) 
international institute for applied systems analysis (iiasa) 
international union for vacuum science, technique and applications 
(iuvsta) 
international water association (iwa) 
Pacific science association (Psa) 
society for social studies of science (4s) 
the world academy of sciences (twas) 
union internationale de spéléologie (uis)
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